
Feb 21, 2023

Strategic Plan Workshop
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Agenda

• Opening remarks 
• Review of Strategic Planning Process
• Focus Area reviews

– Economic & Community Development
– Infrastructure
– Public Services
– Efficient & Effective Government

• Next steps



Stage I

Establish Strategic 
Goals
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Stages of the Budget Process

Stage II

Develop Approaches 
to Achieve Goals

Stage IV

Evaluate Performance 
and make Adjustments

Stage III

Develop a Budget to 
Achieve Goals



Planning Process History
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FY12/13 8 Focus Areas – 36 Goals

FY14/15 Citizen Survey, Employee Survey

FY16/17  9 Focus Areas – 48 Long-range Outcomes, 55 Initiatives

FY18/19 Next Big Things

FY20/21 4 Focus Areas – 8 Bold Goals

FY22/23 Scenario Planning (Post-COVID World)



FY 24/25 Planning Process
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Accelerated Extended Ian

Growth Inflation Recession Recovery

Public Services

Infrastructure

Economic & Community 
Development

Efficient & Effective 
Government


Goals

		Charlotte County Board of Commissioner Goals

		FY2022 – FY2023

						Accelerated		Extended				Ian

						Growth		Inflation		Recession		Recovery

		Public Services		Define Levels of Maintenance (LOM) by 2022

				Improve Customer Service

		Infrastructure		Funding and Completion of Capital Needs Assessment (CNA) through 2026

				Define and maintain balance between Capital and Operating Budgets

		Economic & Community Development		Add 200 new affordable housing units per year over next five years

				Implement One Charlotte, One Water management plan before end of FY2023

		Efficient & Effective Government		Ensure Culture as “Great Place to Work”

				Ensure Culture of continuous improvement

				Increase “Line of Sight”





Notes

		Public Services		Define Levels of Maintenance (LOM) by 2022		Progress:

						Growth:

						Inflation:

						Recession:

						Ian:



				Improve Customer Service		Progress:

						Growth:

						Inflation:

						Recession:

						Ian:



		Infrastructure		Funding and Completion of Capital Needs Assessment (CNA) through 2026		Progress:

						Growth:

						Inflation:

						Recession:

						Ian:



				Define and maintain balance between Capital and Operating Budgets		Progress:

						Growth:

						Inflation:

						Recession:

						Ian:



		Economic & Community Development		Add 200 new affordable housing units per year over next five years		Progress:

						Growth:

						Inflation:

						Recession:

						Ian:



				Implement One Charlotte, One Water management plan before end of FY2023		Progress:

						Growth:

						Inflation:

						Recession:

						Ian:



		Efficient & Effective Government		Ensure Culture as “Great Place to Work”		Progress:

						Growth:

						Inflation:

						Recession:

						Ian:



				Ensure Culture of continuous improvement		Progress:

						Growth:

						Inflation:

						Recession:

						Ian:



				Increase “Line of Sight”		Progress:

						Growth:

						Inflation:

						Recession:

						Ian:





Sheet1

		Ensure Culture of continuous improvement

				Progress:		Growth:		Inflation:		Recession:		Ian:

		Econ Dev		Administration'a recent actions have been great, recruitment issues for other county depts.		So under staffed that it brings morale down, services to citizens are impacted, staffing gets harder		Try new strategies - Extended stays		Cost for govt projects will come down, rethink of our growth		Improved morale, support

		Comm Dev		People leave and then want to come back; winning great place to work but pay is hurting recruitment		More work for the people who work here; 						Positive impact due to permit numbers up, 

		B&A		Clinic, we can point to improvements - work from home, inflation increase, pay plan update		Modify processes - instead of top 3 take top 6 when procuring		Competitive wages  Software mtc costs increases

		HR		Inflation adjustment, pay study and adjustments		Hope that people moving here are part of the workforce		Continue  inflation adjustments to retain staff		Work to avoid layoffs		Potential loss of staff due to moving away from hurricanes

		Levels of Maintenance

				Progress:		Growth:		Inflation:		Recession:		Ian:

		Utilities		Currently 100% reactionary, LOM 50% defined, staff being utilized for Growth instead of Mtc		Growth has limited staffing available to work on mtc, manpower has not matched growth		Ability to get materials, time to get materials, and cost increasing.  Increased cost impacting R&R budget. Equipment lead times. Pulling materials or equipment from other projects to meet needs, prepare by replacing items with items they can get.		Will help development to slow and allow them to catch up and maintain at a more realistic pace. Prices will come down.		Office space is main impact to department. No majory damages that impacted operations.  Minor damages to infrastucture.

		PW		Not there yet, working with Jones Edmonds on conditional assessments		Requires more staff, re-evaluating response times for all divisions, expanded areas within County, additional staging yards, offset by increase revenue		Reviewing capital expansion vs holding off - ex beautification, signage, dredging, mowing; difficulty of receiving materials		Impact to rate increases for MSBUs being approved, more work getting done cheaper.		Impact to each division differently, may be able to start maintenance again in 6 mos. 

		Notes

		Mobile homes, Desoto will house service industry





Gaps

		Shelter Needs
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Potential Gaps in Goals

• Right size organization based on Levels of Service

• Strengthening the resiliency of the organization and 
community
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Resiliency

The ability of an organization to absorb and adapt to a rapidly 
changing environment. (To enable it to deliver its objective and 
to survive and prosper)
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Resiliency in Charlotte County

• Emphasis on strategic planning
• Fiscal stabilization
• Definition of levels of service/maintenance
• Agile leadership and workforce – ability to quickly adapt
• Leaders in resiliency to changing climate threats
• Make tough decisions to mitigate future risks
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Bold Goal – Efficient and Effective Government

• Enhance the resiliency of the organization
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Long Term Recovery

• Suggested areas of a Long Term Recovery Plan (FEMA)
– Unmet needs
– Health and Human Services
– Housing
– Economic Development
– Infrastructure
– Community Planning
– Resiliency
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Long Term Recovery

• Aligned with the county's strategic plan
• Aspirational planning document
• Aligned with other planning documents

– Local Mitigation Strategy
– Comprehensive Plan

• Details projects to align with potential funding sources



Building a Resilient Organization

Three Key Factors



Resiliency and Re-generativity

• Resiliency is the capacity to respond effectively to a crisis or 
disruption and to “bounce-back”

• Re-generativity is the ability to use that experience to 
strengthen and improve performance



The 3 levels of organizational resilience

Operational 
Capacity

Scenario Planning 
& Processes

Culture



Operational Capacity

• Meaning:  The systems and tools of the organization that 
enable it to function

• Example:  Backup Generators
• Key Concept: Redundancy



Scenario Planning & Processes

• Meaning:  Plans and Processes that are designed to address 
various contingencies

• Example:  Emergency Planning, Budget Planning for Recession, 
Processes to manage information in case of cyber-attack

• Key Concept: Plan B



Culture

• Meaning:  The values and norms of the organization
• Example: Teamwork under stress, Communication patterns
• Key Concept:  The neuroscience of trust and organizational 

performance.  The level of trust in an organization is directly 
related to its capacity to perform, particularly under 
conditions of stress. Increasing organizational resilience means 
an intentional focus on trust building.



Developing a Resiliency Plan

• Level One:  Analysis of redundancy.  
– If “X” fails, what happens?
– Focus is on physical facilities and the tools of the organization

• Level Two: Analysis of intellectual readiness
– If “X” happens, how will we respond?
– Focus is on the readiness of the organization to pivot

• Level Three: Trust
– If “X” happens, how do we work together
– Focus is on understanding and building trust



Challenges & Opportunities
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Challenges & Opportunities
(Stakeholder Input)

• Even if there is a national recession, Southwest Florida will likely continue to see a 
population influx and associated growth.

• Regardless of inflation levels, our location and the impact of Hurricane Ian ensure 
we will continue to see long delays in provision of goods and services.

• Affordable housing will continue to be a primary need. Hurricane Ian impacts and 
subsequent funding offer an opportunity to reassess how that need is addressed.

• Hurricane Ian provides an opportunity to re-envision the Cultural Center.
• Demographics of the population influx will largely determine whether we have a 

surplus or shortage of workers.
• Traffic flows and congestion will escalate even higher as an issue with citizens and 

visitors



BCC Focus Areas



VISION VALUESMISSION

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREAS

Public Services Economic & Community 
Development

Efficient & Effective 
Government

Infrastructure

Bold Goals

Strategic Initiatives

Results / Measures
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To create a business climate that promotes a diversified, 
growing economy consistent with sustainable growth 
management plans, environmental stewardship and 
enhanced quality of life.

Economic & Community 
Development
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Economic & Community Development

Bold Goals:

• Add 200 new affordable housing units per year over next five 
years

• Implement One Charlotte, One Water management plan 
before end of FY2023

• Increase college internships to 15 students for FY22 and 20 for 
FY23 
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Economic & Community Development
Potential Revisions

Bold Goals:

• Add 200 new affordable housing units per year over next five 
years

• Implement One Charlotte, One Water management plan 
before end of FY2024

• Increase college internships to 15 students for FY22 and 20 for 
FY23 - (move to Efficient & Effective Government?)



To build and maintain countywide infrastructure 
that meets our evolving needs and enhances our 
community appearance, improves public safety and 
protects our natural resources.

Infrastructure
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Infrastructure

Bold Goals:

• Funding and Completion of Capital Needs Assessment (CNA) 
through 2026

• Define and maintain balance between Capital and Operating 
Budgets
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Infrastructure
Potential Revisions

Bold Goals:

• Funding and Completion of Capital Needs Assessment (CNA) 
through 2029

• Define and maintain balance between Capital and Operating 
Budgets



To maintain a safe and healthy community by 
delivering essential services from skilled, 
professional and dedicated public servants.

Public Services
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Public Services

Bold Goals:

• Define levels of maintenance by 2022
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Public Services
Potential Revisions

Bold Goals:

• Define levels of maintenance by 2024

• Right size organization based on Levels of Service



To manage fiscally sound county operations 
with a culture of transparency, accountability, 
citizen engagement and innovation.

Efficient & Effective 
Government
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Efficient & Effective Government

Bold Goals:

• Ensure Culture as “Great Place to Work” 
• Ensure Culture of continuous improvement
• Strengthening the resiliency of the organization and 

community



Next Steps

Historical trends and affirmation of goals

Focus area budget workshops

Mar 9th

Apr - June
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